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Mrs. Pearl W. Von Allmen  
Law Librarian  
University of Louisville  
Louisville, Kentucky 40208  

Dear Pearl:  

I have copy of Sarah Leverette's letter of August 30 regarding additional expenses incurred at the Charleston meeting, and it certainly seems to me proper that we pay our share - not only because both organizations at the meeting will have to bear the expense, but in order to keep our "image" shining! As I recall, we ceased charging a set amount for registration at our meetings several years ago and paid for entertainment as required. Since the chapter is solvent, and since you, Sarah and I are the executive committee, I agree with Sarah that we should disburse the amounts requested.  

As to the Scholarship Fund, I'll take whatever steps are necessary to get notification to Deans and Library Schools that the $200 is available. Will write to Kathleen Cheape as soon as I get from under the flood of paper that inundated me when I returned from New York. Can certainly sympathize with you - three weeks away can produce a lot of back work!  

Am furious at missing your visit here, everyone enjoyed seeing you and we all hope you come back soon.  

Sincerely,  

Mary  

Mary Polk Green  

CC: Miss Sarah Leverette  
University of South Carolina